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Abstract
In this paper, stability conditions are derived for the Discontinuous Galerkin Material Point Method [1, 2] on the scalar linear
advection equation for the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality for linear problems. The discrete systems resulting
from the application of the DGMPM discretization in one and two space dimensions are first written. For these problems a
second-order Runge-Kutta and the forward Euler time discretizations are respectively considered. Moreover, the numerical fluxes
are computed at cell faces by means of either the Donor-Cell Upwind [3] or the Corner Transport Upwind [4] methods for multi-
dimensional problems. Second, the discrete scheme equations are derived assuming that all cells of a background grid contain
at least one particle. Although a Cartesian grid is considered in two space dimensions, the results can be extended to regular
grids. The von Neumann linear stability analysis then allows the computation of the critical Courant number for a given space
discretization. Though the DGMPM is equivalent to the first-order finite volume method if one particle lies in each element[1],
so that the Courant number can be set to unity, other distributions of particles may restrict the stability region of the scheme.
The study of several configurations is then proposed.
Keywords— Discontinuous Galerkin Material Point Method, Stability analysis, Critical CFL number, Hyperbolic problems,
Corner Transport Upwind method
1 Introduction
The numerical simulation of physical problems modeled by means of hyperbolic partial differential equations involves the solution
of possibly discontinuous waves. The precise tracking of those waves is of major importance in solid mechanics, especially
for history-dependent constitutive equations, as it allows to properly assess the residual states. More specifically, high-speed
forming techniques such that electromagnetic forming [5] also requires the tracking of solid interfaces. Nevertheless, the accurate
simulation of such problems can be prevented by several reasons. First, Lagrangian formulations of mesh-based approaches
such as the widely used Finite Element (FEM) [6] and Finite Volume (FVM) [3] methods become less accurate for very large
deformations due to sever distortions of the mesh. Although those instabilities can be avoided by resorting to Eulerian or
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulations, other difficulties arise owing to additional diffusive projections of fields. Second, it is
well-known that explicit finite element schemes can exhibit numerical noise near sharp solutions that can be hard to remove with
artificial viscosity without loss of accuracy. Such oscillations can nevertheless be removed from FVM solutions due to numerical
fluxes involved in the formulation, allowing the building of Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes [7]. The Discontinuous
Galerkin approximation in space [8], combined with FEM (DGFEM), enables to take advantage of similar interface fluxes so as
to construct Total Variation Diminishing in the Means (TVDM) finite element procedures [9]. While the introduction of the DG
approximation within FEM schemes enables to avoid non-physical oscillations, providing the use of suitable limiters [10], these
approaches are constrained by a restrictive CFL condition [11] and hence, suffer from numerical diffusion. Space-time DGFEM
formulations [12] enable to circumvent this drawback but are nonetheless subject to mesh entanglement.
One possibility to avoid mesh tangling instabilities while providing a material description of the motion is to use mesh-free
approaches such as those of the Particle-In-Cell (PIC) family [13] and, in particular, the Material Point Method [14]. The MPM
is based on a dual discretization of a domain made of a collection of material points lying in an arbitrary grid. A discrete
system is solved on the grid, whereas the loading history is stored at particles during the motion so that field projections, which
introduce some freedom into the scheme, are required. Indeed, the updated velocity at the grid level can be directly interpolated
to the particles according to the original PIC procedure. Alternatively, the particle velocities can be updated by interpolating
the nodal acceleration resulting from the solution of the discrete system, as introduced in PIC by the FLuid Implicit Particle
method (FLIP) [15]. The latter allows to reduce numerical diffusion at the cost of spurious oscillations [16]. Recently, a tunable
mapping procedure, based on a parameter m that completely eliminates the noise in MPM solutions, has been proposed in the
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Extended PIC of order m (XPIC(m)) [17]. A classical interpolation is selected for m = 1 whereas the mapping tends to FLIP
one as m→∞. Nevertheless, the numerical diffusion still prevents from capturing (discontinuous) waves.
Note also that the numerical diffusion exhibited by the PIC can be limited by reducing the domain of influence of nodes rather
than modifying the projections themselves. This approach is followed in the Discontinuous Galerkin Material Point Method
(DGMPM) [1, 2]. The introduction of the DG approximation within the MPM, combined with the use of the PIC projection,
thus aims at providing non-oscillating discontinuous solutions with low numerical diffusion due to the support of the shape
functions that reduces to one cell. Therefore, the DGMPM enables to take advantage of space-DGFEM and MPM in order to
accurately follow waves in finite-deforming media.
In that method, the weak form of a system of conservation laws is written on an arbitrary grid and numerical fluxes arising
from the DG approximation are computed at cell faces by means of an approximate Riemann solver. Those intercell fluxes
allow to take into account the characteristic structure of hyperbolic problems, and in particular the transverse propagation of
waves through the use of the Corner Transport Upwind method (CTU) [4] developed for finite volumes. The CTU is however
reformulated in order to fit the DGMPM approximation, in which fields are edge-wise constant in Riemann problems rather than
cell-wise constant as it is the case for FVM. Furthermore, as in MPM, all the fields are stored at material points moving in the
arbitrary grid, the mapping between nodes and particles being made with PIC projection so that non-oscillating solutions are
provided. Hence, the geometry is updated at the particles level based on a single-valued velocity field. As a first development
step, the DGMPM has been constructed upon a total Lagrangian formulation. The numerical results provided by the method for
a plane wave problem in a finite-deforming hyperelastic material showed excellent agreement with the exact solution consisting
of either a shock or a rarefaction wave [1]. It is worth noticing that similar results can be obtained with the FVM written in
the reference configuration, the key point being however that the update of the geometry is straightforward in the DGMPM.
Furthermore, an interesting feature of the method consists in allowing the employment of mesh adaption strategies so that waves
can be accurately captured in the current configuration. On the other hand, only linear shape functions leading to a first-order
accuracy [2] have been considered, the extension of the method to higher-order approximations being the object of ongoing works.
The low-order approximation is however not seen as a shortcoming for now since the development of the method has been focused
so far on capturing discontinuous solutions for which the accuracy of any numerical scheme falls to one [3].
Nonetheless, the stability of the DGMPM highly depends on the distribution of particles inside the computational grid. Indeed,
the stability analysis of the one-dimensional DGMPM scheme coupled to the forward Euler time integration [1] yields a stability
condition that depends on the space discretization and the CFL number. Conversely, one can ensure the stability for a given
distribution of material points by finding the maximum CFL number satisfying the aforementioned relation. Such a condition,
which does not exist for the MPM and other DGMPM discretizations, is crucial since it allows to: (i) ensure the stability of
the scheme while minimizing the numerical diffusion; (ii) adapt the Courant number when the grid is reconstructed; (iii) adapt
the grid so that a given CFL condition is satisfied. It is the purpose of this paper to provide the stability conditions for the
one-dimensional DGMPM scheme combined with the two-stage second-order Runge-Kutta (RK2) time discretization and for the
two-dimensional DGMPM coupled to the forward Euler algorithm. Although the solution of linear equations is considered here,
the results presented must be put into the context of the problems aimed by the method, involving large deformation, and for
which the DGMPM enables plenty of perspectives.
In the following, the DGMPM discrete system for the multi-dimensional scalar linear advection equation is derived and the
computation of interface fluxes, as well as the solution scheme, are recalled in section 2. In particular, we shall see that the
adaptation of the Corner Transport Upwind method (CTU) [4] to DGMPM leads to the same corrections of intercell fluxes
as for finite volumes. Second, the system resulting from the combination of DGMPM and RK2 discretization is specialized to
one-dimensional problems in section 3 so that the von Neumann linear stability analysis is carried out. At last, the same approach
is followed in section 4 for the DGMPM scheme coupled to the forward Euler time integration applied to the two-dimensional
problem.
2 Discrete system for the scalar linear advection equation
Consider a solid domain with constant volume Ω ∈ R3, bounded by the surface ∂Ω within the time interval t ∈ τ = [0, T ]. In that
domain, a material particle is located in the Cartesian coordinates system by the vector −→x = xα−→e α, following the convention of
implicit summation over repeated indices.
2.1 The model equation
We focus here on the transport of an arbitrary scalar quantity q in that domain, governed by the advection equation:
∂q
∂t
(−→x , t) +−→∇ · −→F (−→x , t) = 0 ∀ −→x , t ∈ Ω× τ (1)
where
−→∇ · (•) is the right divergence operator, and −→F = q(−→x , t)sα−→e α, the flux vector. In the expression of the flux vector,
sα ∈ R is the speed at which the quantity q is advected in direction −→e α. For the linear advection equation considered here, these
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celerities are constant and equation (1) can be rewritten as:
∂q
∂t
(−→x , t) + sα ∂q
∂xα
(−→x , t) = 0 ∀ −→x , t ∈ Ω× τ
2.2 DGMPM space discretization
The continuum body Ω is discretized into a set of Np material points in a Cartesian grid made of Nn nodes and E non-overlapping
cells of volume Ωe. The boundary of the computational domain is defined by the set of faces separating empty cells from those
containing particles (see figure 1 for a two-dimensional example). Even though MPM, and in turn DGMPM, have been developed
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Figure 1: Representation of a continuum body by a set of material points in a regular grid in R2.
for solid dynamics based on the balance equation of linear momentum, the formulation can be extended to equation (1) by means
of a fictitious mass density ρ. Indeed, the methods rely on the representation of the mass density that weights the time partial
derivative of the hyperbolic equation by means of a delta Dirac characteristic function:
ρ (−→x ) =
Np∑
I=1
mIδ
(−→x I −−→x ) (2)
where −→x I is the position of the Ith material point and mI the associated mass. In the following, a unit mass density is assumed
to derive the DGMPM. Analogously to FEM and MPM, the quantity q is approximated on the background grid as:
q(−→x , t) =
Nn∑
i=1
Si(
−→x )qi(t) (3)
with qi the quantity at node i and Si(
−→x ) the shape function attached to that node. Note that the convention of denoting particle
and nodal fields by uppercase and lowercase indices respectively is used in the remainder of the paper.
The key idea of DG methods is to allow jump of fields across mesh element faces by using broken polynomial spaces for the
approximate solution [18]:
V k = {V ∈ Hk(Ωe)} ; V kh = {V ∈Pk(Ωe)} ⊂ V k
Hk(Ωe) being the Sobolev space, and Pk(Ωe) the space of polynomials of degree k in Ωe. We restrict our attention here to linear
polynomials (k = 1). Multiplying equation (1) by a test function V yields the element-wise weak formulation of the problem:
Find q ∈ V 1h such that ∀e∫
Ωe
V
∂q
∂t
dΩ +
∫
Ωe
V
−→∇ · −→F dΩ = 0 ∀ V, t ∈ V 1h × τ
Then, the use of Gauss’ divergence theorem leads to:
Find q ∈ V 1h such that ∀e∫
Ωe
[
∂q
∂t
V−−→F · −→∇V
]
dΩ +
∫
∂Ωe
(−→
F · −→n
)
V dΓ = 0 ∀ V, t ∈ V 1h × τ
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where ∂Ωe is the boundary of the eth element with outward normal vector −→n , and −→∇(•) is the gradient operator. The inner
product
−→
F · −→n , corresponding to intercell flux, is written Fn for simplicity. Next, the introduction of specific fields:
q = ρq¯ ;
−→
F = ρ
−¯→
F = ρ−→s q¯
combined with the definition of mass density (2), leads to the following weak form:
Np∑
I=1
mI
[
∂q¯
∂t
V−−→s q¯ · −→∇V
]
|−→x=−→x I
+
∫
∂Ωe
FnV dΓ = 0 ∀ V, t ∈ V 1h × τ (4)
Introduction of the DGMPM approximation (3) and arbitrariness of the test field in the weak form (4) finally provide the
semi-discrete system that must be solved on the grid:
Np∑
I=1
[
SiImISjI
∂q¯j
∂t
− ∂SiI
∂xα
mISjIsαq¯
j
]
+
∫
Γe
Si(
−→x )Fn dΓ = 0 ∀ t ∈ τ (5)
or, in matrix form:
Mij
∂q¯j
∂t
−Kαijsαq¯j + Fˆ i = 0
Remark 1 As for MPM, the particle-based quadrature rule yields a consistent mass matrix Mij that may be singular due to
reduced integration. This can be circumvented by resorting to the diagonally lumped mass matrix [19] MLi =
∑Nn
j=1 Mij. The
aforementioned numerical trick, which is also employed in explicit FEM [6] for efficiency purposes, can be avoided within the
MPM owing to recent works. Indeed, the use of moving least squares [20] or spline interpolation [21, 22] techniques enables the
evaluation of a reconstructed function at Gauss’ point locations. In these versions of the MPM, the particles are no longer seen
as integration points. Similar reconstructions can be considered within the DGMPM, which would amount to provide an arbitrary
background grid to a DG scheme. This is, however, out of the scope of the present work.
Remark 2 The DGMPM discretization can be constructed upon regular grids that allow the straightforward building of an or-
thonormal approximation basis. In that case, the mass matrix is naturally diagonal provided the derivation of a modal formulation
as can be done for DGFEM [23].
The DGMPM discrete system is finally derived by dividing the time interval τ into Nt subintervals and using the explicit
forward Euler method:
MLi
q¯i,k+1 − q¯i,k
∆tk
= Kαijsαq¯
j,k − Fˆ i,k (6)
where the superscripts (•)i,k denote a field evaluated at node i and time step k. Alternatively, a second-order Runge-Kutta (RK2)
explicit time discretization may be employed, leading to the following two-stage discrete form:
MLi
q¯i,k+1/2 − q¯i,k
∆tk
=
1
2
(
Kαijsαq¯
j,k − Fˆ i,k
)
MLi
q¯i,k+1 − q¯i,k
∆tk
= Kαijsαq¯
j,k+1/2 − Fˆ i,k+1/2
(7)
2.3 Computation of intercell fluxes
The relaxation of the continuity of fields across cell interfaces introduced by the DG approximation allows to define Riemann
problems at element faces in the direction xn =
−→x · n:
∂q
∂t
+
∂Fn
∂xn
= 0
q(xn, 0) =
{
q− if xn < 0
q+ if xn > 0
(8)
where the q± are downwind and upwind states. The use of DG approximation can be seen as a duplication of nodes so that those
states can be obtained by averaging nodal fields on each side of the interface as depicted in figure 2 for a two-dimensional case.
By doing so, only one Riemann problem per interface rather than nodal ones is considered, thus avoiding a dramatic increase in
computational time. As for the original formulation of the DGMPM [1], the numerical flux at a given interface is based on the
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Figure 2: Duplication of nodes at an interface and building of initial conditions of the Riemann problem (2D).
stationary solution q∗ of the Riemann problem (8) according to Godunov’s method [24]. For the linear advection, the stationary
solution is simply that of the upwind side, namely: {
q∗ = q− if sn > 0
q∗ = q+ if sn < 0
(9)
where sn =
−→s · −→n , so that the intercell flux at a given interface reads Fn = snq∗.
The method derived above for the computation of normal fluxes can be seen as the Donor-Cell Upwind method (DCU) [3]
in which only the influence of upwind neighbor cells is considered. For multi-dimensional problems, however, waves can travel
in several directions so that contributions coming from corner cells must be taken into account in order to improve accuracy
and stability of the numerical scheme. The Corner Transport Upwind method (CTU) [4] consists in considering contributions
propagating in bias and coming from upwind cells sharing only a node (in two dimensions) with another. This approach has been
developed for finite volumes in which fields are cell-wise constant and allows to improve the CFL condition. The approach is now
reformulated for DGMPM, based on edge-wise constant fields within Riemann problems.
At each cell interface, one defines left-going and right-going fluctuations as:
A
−(∆q) = Fn(q
∗)− Fn(q−) ; A+(∆q) = Fn(q+)− Fn(q∗) (10)
From equation (10) and the definition of the stationary state q∗ (9), one of the fluctuation obviously vanishes for the scalar
linear advection equation. The non-zero fluctuation, on the other hand, characterizes a wave that carries a jump discontinuity
∆q at speed sn in the direction
−→n . This jump influences the state vector q in the neighbor cell so that the the initial data in
the Riemann problems formulated on adjacent edges are changed. To illustrate the above discussion, let’s consider the patch of
two-dimensional regular grid cells of length ∆x shown in figure 3. Assuming that the speed vector −→s is such that s1, s2 > 0, the
(i)
(j)
q−,(i)
A+(∆q(i))
s1∆t ∆x− s1∆t
−→e 1
−→e 2
L C
T
Figure 3: Illustration of the influence of fluctuations on fluxes computed at adjacent cells interfaces.
solution of the Riemann problem on edge (i) yields the fluctuation A+(∆q(i)) which travels the distance s1∆t in cell C. On the
other hand, the flux through edge (j) reads [25]:
F (j)n =
1
∆t
∫ ∆t
0
s2q˜dt (11)
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where q˜ is the upwind state at edge (j). When using DCU, this constant state is built from nodal values in cell C and is written
q−,(j). Alternatively, q˜ is taken in CTU as the average of states q−,(i) and q−,(j), weighted by the portion of edge (j) along which
they respectively act at time t, namely:
q˜ =
s1t q
−,(i) + (∆x− s1t )q−,(j)
∆x
Thus, integral (11) yields:
F (j)n = s2
s1∆t
2∆x
q−,(i) + s2
2∆x− s1∆t
2∆x
q−,(j)
which can be rewritten:
F (j)n = s2q
−,(j) − 1
2
∆t
∆x
s2s1(q
−,(j) − q−,(i)) = F (j)n (q−,(j))− 1
2
∆t
∆x
B
+
A
+(∆q(i)) (12)
where F
(j)
n (q
−,(j)) is the flux through the edge (j) resulting from the DCU, and B+A+(∆q(i)) is a transverse correction coming
from edge (i). It then comes out that the CTU leads to the same corrections in DGMPM than it does in FVM [3].
2.4 Solution scheme
Suppose that the quantity q is known at every material points that discretize a solid domain Ω at a time increment tk. Since the
volume is assumed constant, the lumped mass and pseudo-stiffness matrices MLi and K
α
ij can be computed once and for all at
the beginning of the computation. Then, the DGMPM procedure followed to update the field between tk and tk+1 consists in
the following steps:
(a) project the field onto the grid by solving for the q¯i the conservation of volume quantities [1]:
MLi q¯
i =
Np∑
I=1
SiImI q¯
I (13)
(b) compute intercell fluxes by using either DCU or CTU approach, as well as volume fluxes.
(c) advance the solution in time by solving the discrete system (6) or (7)
(d) interpolate the updated fields q¯i to material points according to equation (3)
In what follows, the scheme equations associated with the above numerical procedure are derived for one and two-dimensional
problems. The von-Neumann stability analysis of these equations are then carried out in order to determine an upper bound of
the Courant number that ensures the stability of the method. The aforementioned upper bound is hereinafter referred to as the
critical Courant number and is denoted by CFL so that the Courant number must satisfy:
max
α
(sα)
∆t
∆x
≤ CFL
3 Stability properties of the one-dimensional schemes
The discrete system (7) is now specialized to a one-dimensional problem for which s1 > 0. Thus, a domain of length l is divided
with Np material points arbitrarily distributed in E two-node elements of constant length ∆x (figure 4). The grid mesh is such
that at least one particle lies in every cell during the computation in order to ensure that there is no hole. Moreover, periodic
boundary conditions are considered to simplify the analysis. In that mesh, the cell containing the particle I is denoted by c(I) so
1 2
1
2i− 1 2i
i
2E − 1 2E
E
Figure 4: One-dimensional mesh made of E elements of constant length ∆x = lE .
that the nodes interacting with this particle are 2c(I) − 1 and 2c(I). Since only scalar quantities are considered here, subscript
can be used to denote nodal or particle values without ambiguity. Therefore, the linear shape functions defined in element c(I)
are:
S2c(I)−1(x) =
x2c(I) − x
∆x
; S2c(I)(x) =
x− x2c(I)−1
∆x
x ∈ [x2c(I)−1, x2c(I)]
and SiI or Si,I correspond to the shape function of node i evaluated at the position of the Ith material point. In order to better
distinguish nodal and particle fields, uppercase symbols are used for material point quantities.
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3.1 The scheme equation
The method followed to write the scheme equation is to trace backward the numerical procedure described in section 2 to get an
expression of the form:
Q¯k+1I = H
(
Q¯kJ
)
J = 1, .., Np
where H stands for the DGMPM discrete solution operator.
The two stages of the RK2 algorithm can be written as:
q¯
k+ p+1
2
i = q¯
k
i +
p+ 1
2
∆t
MLi
s1
(
2E∑
j=1
Ki,j q¯
k+ p
2
j − Fˆ
k+ p
2
i ni
)
, no sum on i (14)
in which Fˆ
k+ p
2
i and ni = ±1 are respectively the intercell flux and the outward unit normal at node i, and p = {0, 1} refers to
the two stages of the scheme. Moreover, the mass density is approximated on the grid as:
ρ(x) =
ML2c−1 +M
L
2c
∆x
=
∑Ncp
J=1 mJ
∆x
, x ∈ [x2c−1, x2c]
where Ncp is the number of particles in cell c. The mass is uniformly distributed between particles so that the previous definition
reduces to ρ = Ncpm
c/∆x, with mc the mass carried by particles lying in c.
First, quantities at time tk+1 at particles are obtained by interpolating nodal solutions of the discrete system (14):
Q¯k+1I = S2c(I)−1,I q¯
k+1
2c(I)−1 + S2c(I),I q¯
k+1
2c(I) (15)
Second, provided linear shape functions, the lumped mass and the pseudo-stiffness matrices are:
MLi =
Np∑
J=1
SiJmJ = m
c(i)
Np∑
J=1
SiJ
K2c(I)−1,j =
Np∑
J=1
∂S2c(I)−1,J
∂x
mJSjJ = −mc(i)
Np∑
J=1
SjJ
∆x
K2c(I),j =
Np∑
J=1
∂S2c(I),J
∂x
mJSjJ = m
c(i)
Np∑
J=1
SjJ
∆x
The discontinuous approximation basis moreover yields a bloc diagonal pseudo-stiffness matrix so that one can write:
Kij q¯
k
j = Ki,2c(i)−1q¯
k
2c(i)−1 +Ki,2c(i)q¯
k
2c(i)
Third, a right-going wave leads to a stationary solution of Riemann problems equals to the state of the upwind node of an
interface, that is:
q∗2c(I)−1 = ρq¯
k
2c(I)−2 = N
c(I)
p
mc(I)
∆x
q¯k2c(I)−2
q∗2c(I) = ρq¯
k
2c(I) = N
c(I)
p
mc(I)
∆x
q¯k2c(I)
Therefore, gathering all the previous considerations, equation (14) reads for each node of cell c(I):
q¯
k+ p+1
2
2c(I)−1 = q¯
k
2c(I)−1 − p+ 12
s1∆t
∆x
fk+ p2c(I) −Nc(I)p q¯k+ p22c(I)−2∑Nc(I)p
K=1 S2c(I)−1,K

q¯
k+ p+1
2
2c(I) = q¯
k
2c(I) +
p+ 1
2
s1∆t
∆x
fk+ p2c(I) −Nc(I)p q¯k+ p22c(I)∑Nc(I)p
K=1 S2c(I),K
 , p = {0, 1} (16)
with the volume fluxes contributions fkc =
∑Ncp
J=1
[
S2c−1,J q¯k2c−1 + S2c,J q¯
k
2c
]
. Note that equation (16) involves the Courant number
s1∆t/∆x.
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The first stage of equation (16) (i.e. p = 0) yields the intermediate nodal fields in cell c(I):
q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)−1 = q¯
k
2c(I)−1 − s1∆t2∆x
fkc(I) −Nc(I)p q¯k2c(I)−2∑Nc(I)p
K=1 S2c(I)−1,K

q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I) = q¯
k
2c(I) +
s1∆t
2∆x
fkc(I) −Nc(I)p q¯k2c(I)∑Nc(I)p
K=1 S2c(I),K
 (17)
and the second one (i.e. p = 1) leads to the expression of nodal quantities at the end of the time step:
q¯k+12c(I)−1 = q¯
k
2c(I)−1 − s1∆t∆x

∑Nc(I)p
J=1
[
S2c(I)−1,J q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)−1 + S2c(I),J q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)
]
−Nc(I)p q¯k+
1
2
2c(I)−2∑Nc(I)p
K=1 S2c(I)−1,K

q¯k+12c(I) = q¯
k
2c(I) +
s1∆t
∆x

∑Nc(I)p
J=1
[
S2c(I)−1,J q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)−1 + S2c(I),J q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)
]
−Nc(I)p q¯k+
1
2
2c(I)∑Nc(I)p
K=1 S2c(I),K

(18)
Then, introduction of equations (18) in the interpolation from nodes to particles (15) leads to the solution at material point I
and time step k + 1:
Q¯k+1I = S2c(I)−1,I q¯
k
2c(I)−1 + S2c(I),I q¯
k
2c(I) +N
c(I)
p
s1∆t
∆x
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)−2
−
(
s1∆t
∆x
[
S2c(I)−1,I − S2c(I),I
∑
J S2c(I)−1,J∑
K S2c(I),K
])
q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)−1
+
s1∆t
∆x
[
S2c(I),I − S2c(I)−1,I
∑
J S2c(I),J∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
−Nc(I)p
S2c(I),I∑
K S2c(I),K
]
q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)
Nodal values q¯
k+ 1
2
i are provided by the first stage of RK2 algorithm and can be substituted the above equation:
Q¯k+1I = S2c(I)−1,I q¯
k
2c(I)−1 + S2c(I),I q¯
k
2c(I) +N
c(I)
p
s1∆t
∆x
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
(
q¯k2c(I)−2 +
s1∆t
2∆x
(
fkc(I)−1 −Nc(I)−1p q¯k2c(I)−2∑
K S2c(I)−2,K
))
−s1∆t
∆x
[
S2c(I)−1,I − S2c(I),I
∑
J S2c(I)−1,J∑
K S2c(I),K
](
q¯k2c(I)−1 − s1∆t2∆x
(
fkc(I) −Nc(I)p q¯k2c(I)−2∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
))
+
s1∆t
∆x
[
S2c(I),I
(
1− N
c(I)
p∑
K S2c(I),K
)
− S2c(I)−1,I
∑
J S2c(I),J∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
](
q¯k2c(I) +
s1∆t
2∆x
(
fkc(I) −Nc(I)p q¯k2c(I)∑
K S2c(I),K
)) (19)
Note that the solution of the downstream node of the adjacent cell q¯
k+ 1
2
2c(I)−2 results from the second equation of the set (17). This
gives rise to the number of particles in the cell c(I) − 1 which is involved in the mass density and the solution of the discrete
system at the time step k + 1/2 in that element. By rearranging formula (19), one gets:
Q¯k+1I =
(
S2c(I)−1,I − s1∆t
∆x
[
S2c(I)−1,I − S2c(I),I
∑
J S2c(I)−1,J∑
K S2c(I),K
])
q¯k2c(I)−1
+
(
S2c(I),I +
s1∆t
∆x
[
S2c(I),I
(
1− N
c(I)
p∑
K S2c(I),K
)
− S2c(I)−1,I
∑
J S2c(I),J∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
])
q¯k2c(I)
+
1
2
(
s1∆t
∆x
)2(
Nc(I)p
[
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
− S2c(I),I∑
K S2c(I),K
]
+ S2c(I),I
(
N
c(I)
p∑
K S2c(I),K
)2)
q¯k2c(I)
+Nc(I)p
s1∆t
∆x
[
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
(
1− s1∆t
2∆x
(
1 +
N
c(I)−1
p∑
K S2c(I)−2,K
))
+
s1∆t
2∆x
S2c(I),I∑
K S2c(I),K
]
q¯k2c(I)−2
−1
2
(
s1∆t
∆x
)2
Nc(I)p
S2c(I),I(∑
K S2c(I),K
)2 fkc(I) + 12
(
s1∆t
∆x
)2
Nc(I)p
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
fkc(I)−1∑
K S2c(I)−2,K
(20)
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Next, the nodal solutions at time step k in equation (20) result from the projection between particles and the grid (13):
q¯ki =
∑
L SiLmLQ¯
k
L∑
K SiKmK
=
∑
L SiLQ¯
k
L∑
K SiK
(21)
In particular, volume fluxes contributions can be written:
fkc =
Ncp∑
J=1
[
S2c−1,J
∑
L S2c−1,LQ¯
k
L∑
K S2c−1,K
+ S2c,J
∑
L S2c,LQ¯
k
L∑
K S2c,K
]
fkc =
Np∑
L=1
(S2c−1,L + S2c,L) Q¯
k
L
fkc =
∑
L∈c
Q¯kL
(22)
where the partition of unity yields the last equality.
The use of mapping equations (21) and (22) allows to write after some simplifications:
Q¯k+1I =
∑
L
Q¯kL
{∑
i
SiL
SiI∑
K SiK
+
s1∆t
∆X
[
S2c(L),I∑
K S2c(L),K
− S2c(L)−1,I∑
K S2c(L)−1,K
]
+
s1∆t
∆X
Nc(I)p
[
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
S2c(I)−2,L∑
K S2c(I)−2,K
− S2c(I),IS2c(I),L(∑
K S2c(I),K
)2
]
+
1
2
(
s1∆t
∆X
)2
Nc(I)p
(
S2c(I),L∑
K S2c(I),K
− S2c(I)−2,L∑
K S2c(I)−2,K
)[
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
− S2c(I),I∑
K S2c(I),K
]
+
1
2
(
s1∆t
∆X
)2
Nc(I)p
S2c(L),I(∑
K S2c(I),K
)2 [Nc(I)p S2c(I),L∑
K S2c(I),K
− 1
]
+
1
2
(
s1∆t
∆X
)2 S2c(L)+1,INc(I)p∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
∑
K S2c(I)−2,K
[
1−Nc(I)−1p
S2c(I)−2,L∑
K S2c(I)−2,K
]}
(23)
The three first terms of the latter scheme equation correspond to that obtained for the Euler algorithm [1], whereas the second-
order terms are provided by the two-stage time integration. Alternatively and given the compact support of shape functions,
equation (23) can be split into two sums, one over the material points contained in the cell c(I), and one over these of cell c(I)−1:
Q¯k+1I =
∑
L∈c(I)
Q¯kL
{∑
i
SiL
SiI∑
K SiK
+
s1∆t
∆X
[
S2c(L),I∑
K S2c(L),K
− S2c(L)−1,I∑
K S2c(L)−1,K
−Nc(I)p
S2c(I),IS2c(I),L(∑
K S2c(I),K
)2
]
+
1
2
(
s1∆t
∆X
)2
Nc(I)p
(
S2c(I),L∑
K S2c(I),k
[
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
− S2c(I),I∑
K S2c(I),K
]
+
S2c(L),I
(
∑
K S2c(L),k)
2
[
Nc(I)p
S2c(I),L∑
K S2c(I),K
− 1
])}
+
∑
L∈c(I)−1
Q¯kLN
c(I)
p
{
s1∆t
∆X
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
S2c(L),L∑
K S2c(L),K
+
1
2
(
s1∆t
∆X
)2( S2c(L)+1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
[
1∑
K S2c(L),K
− S2c(L),LN
c(I)−1
p(∑
K S2c(L),K
)2
]
− S2c(L),L∑
K S2c(L),K
[
S2c(I)−1,I∑
K S2c(I)−1,K
− S2c(I),I∑
K S2c(I),K
])}
or, for simplicity:
Q¯k+1I =
Np∑
L=1
HILQ¯
k
L (24)
When only one point lies in each cell of the grid, the sum of shape functions over particles reduces to one single term (e.g.∑
K S2c(J)−1,K = S2c(J)−1,J). Thus, one can show that the terms under brackets in the above equation all vanish so that the
scheme reduces to:
Q¯k+1I = (1−
s1∆t
∆X
)Q¯kI +
s1∆t
∆X
Q¯kI−1
It then appears that, as for the DGMPM combined with the Forward Euler time integration [1], the use of one particle per
cell and RK2 time discretization within the DGMPM leads, for one-dimensional problems, to the well-known first-order upwind
method.
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3.2 Validation of the discrete operator
Given the mathematical complexity of the scheme equation (24), the matrix operators H derived above are validated with
numerical results before studying the stability properties of the DGMPM. Let us then consider a one-dimensional medium
x ∈ [0, l] with l = 1 m, submitted to the Dirichlet condition q(0, t) = qd, to an outflow boundary condition at x = l, and to the
initial condition q(x, 0) ≡ 0. The combination of the scalar linear advection equation in that domain and the aforementioned
boundary and initial conditions leads to a Picard problem whose exact solution is [25]:
q1Dexact(x, t) =
{
qd if x ≤ s1t
0 otherwise
The linear advection equation is discretized by means of the DGMPM coupled with the Euler or RK2 time integrators. In parallel,
the DGMPM discrete operators H are explicitly constructed so that the problem is solved at each time step as in equation (24).
For each numerical result, the L1 norm of the relative error with the exact solution, which is suitable for discontinuous solutions
[3], is computed as:
q(t
n) = ∆x
∑Np
I=1
∣∣q1Dexact(xI , tn)−QnI ∣∣∑Np
J=1 |q1Dexact(xJ , tn)|
Both errors are expected to be identical from one to another and to decrease with the size of the background mesh for a fixed
distribution of material points in the cells. In what follows two or four particles placed symmetrically with respect to the cell
centers are considered in every element. The material points are moreover regularly spaced in the whole domain. In addition,
the CFL number is set to 0.43 for two particles per cell and to 0.23 for four particles per cell when the Euler algorithm is used,
and to 0.50 in both cases for the RK2 time discretization. As we shall see in section 3.4, those values ensure the stability of the
scheme.
It must be emphasized that the results presented below aim at showing the consistency of the discrete operators derived in
section 3.1 since the study of the accuracy of DGMPM schemes is out of the scope of the present paper.
1
1
10−2 10−1
10−3
10−2
10−1
∆x (m)
 Q
(a) 2 particles per cell
1
1
10−2 10−1
∆x (m)
(b) 4 particles per cell
dgmpm–euler dgmpm–euler (H)
dgmpm–rk2 dgmpm–rk2 (H)
Figure 5: Convergence curves of the DGMPM using either the Euler or the RK2 time integrator for two
distributions of material points in a one-dimensional mesh. Dashed and dotted curves: solution of the DGMPM
scheme; Markers: solutions provided by the discrete operators.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the L1 norm of the relative error computed at time t = l/s1 (s1 = 10m.s
−1) with respect to
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the cell size for the two aforementioned distributions of particles. First, it can be seen that both DGMPM results converge to the
exact solution with a rate of approximately one, which is an already observed result [2]. Second, the error resulting from the use
of the discrete operators perfectly fits that of the DGMPM computations, which validates the expressions derived in the previous
section.
3.3 The von Neumann linear stability analysis
The computational domain is now repeated periodically by mapping it to the domain [−l, 0] so that the solution at material point
I and time step k is expanded into a discrete Fourier basis of 2E + 1 harmonics over the domain x ∈ [−l, l]:
Q¯kI =
E∑
j=−E
Akj e
iIλj∆x
with Akj , the magnitude of the jth harmonic at time step k, i =
√−1, and λj the wave number. Introduction of this expansion
in equation (24) yields:
Ak+1j e
iIλj∆x =
Np∑
L=1
AkjHILe
iLλj∆x ∀j = −E, ..., E
The amplification factor between two time steps at a given point is defined as:
Ak+1j
Akj
=
Np∑
L=1
ei(L−I)λj∆xHIL ∀j = −E, ..., E (25)
A necessary condition to ensure the stability of a numerical scheme is that the amplification factor must be lower than or equal to
one in modulus:
∣∣Ak+1/Ak∣∣ ≤ 1. This upper bound allows to prevent an increasing error during the computation. For expression
(25), this leads to: ∣∣∣∣∣∣
Np∑
L=1
ei(L−I)λj∆xHIL
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
Np∑
L=1
∣∣∣ei(L−I)λj∆xHIL∣∣∣ = Np∑
L=1
|HIL| ∀j = −E, ..., E
where the triangle inequality, and the unit modulus of the complex number ei(L−I)λj∆x have been used. Hence, the DGMPM
scheme is stable for a given discretization if the Courant number is set so that the following condition is satisfied for all material
points:
Np∑
L=1
|HIL| ≤ 1 ∀ I = 1, ..., Np (26)
The stability of the scheme is thus ensured by using the lowest CFL number satisfying (26). Note however that the use of the
triangle inequality leads to a more severe constraint than that really admissible. As a consequence, the Courant number can be
set in practice to higher values than that resulting from the solution of (26).
3.4 Evaluation of the critical Courant number for particular space discretizations
The stability condition (26) can be very hard to solve analytically for general discretizations. Nevertheless, the Courant number
can be set to unity for one particle lying in every cells, regardless of their positions, since in that case the DGMPM scheme
identifies to the first-order upwind method. On the other hand, though the infinity of possible distributions of material points
prevents the explicit derivation of a general stability condition, the optimal CFL satisfying the equality in (26) can be found
numerically. To do so, the discrete DGMPM operator H in equation (24) is constructed numerically. Then, the highest CFL
number ensuring that all the sums of the absolute value of the row entries are lower than 1 is sought. Some configurations are
studied in table 1 where the critical Courant number resulting from the two time discretizations studied above are compared.
Those results have been obtained by using the same particles distribution in every elements of a one-dimensional regular mesh.
The following configurations are considered:
(i) particles are positioned symmetrically with respect to cell centers and regularly spaced in the mesh. This space discretization
is referred to as the natural configuration in the following.
(ii) particles in the natural configuration are all shifted of u = ∆x/10.
(iii) the same than (ii) with u so that one material point overlaps every left nodes of cells.
(iv) the same than (iii) for right nodes.
(v) particles are placed symmetrically with respect to cell centers but not regularly spaced in the mesh. Material points in the
left half of cells are shifted of u1 = −∆x/10 while those in the right half are shifted of u2 = ∆x/10.
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Number of particles Position of particles in cell c Euler CFL RK2 CFL
1 (–) x1 ∈ [x2c−1, x2c] 1.00 1.00
2 (i) 0.43 1.00
2 (ii) 0.40 0.55
2 (iii) 0.50 0.61
2 (iv) 0.30 0.36
2 (v) 0.27 1.00
2 (vi) 0.00 1.00
3 (i) 0.29 1.00
3 (ii) 0.26 0.32
3 (iii) 0.33 0.73
3 (iv) 0.22 0.26
3 (v) 0.13 1.00
3 (vi) 0.00 1.00
4 (i) 0.23 1.00
4 (ii) 0.19 0.22
4 (iii) 0.25 0.79
4 (iv) 0.18 0.21
4 (v) 0.05 1.00
4 (vi) 0.00 1.00
Table 1: DGMPM critical Courant number values for Euler or RK2 time integration for several one-dimensional
discretizations. Black circles denote material points while white ones represent grid nodes.
(vi) the same than (v) with the first and last particles overlapping left and right nodes of cells respectively.
First, table 1 shows that the natural configuration leads to the optimal stability bound for the RK2 integrator while the
CFL number allowed by using Euler time discretization decreases with increasing number of particles per cell. Second, moving
every points rightward in the mesh (i.e. cases (ii) and (iv)) causes a drop in the critical Courant number for both RK2 and
Euler algorithms. Nonetheless, the stability condition provided by the RK2 always remains less restrictive than that of the Euler.
Third, the leftward shifting (i.e. case (iii)) leads on the other hand to an improvement of the stability condition for Euler time
integration compared to that enabled in the natural configuration. This property illustrates the upwind nature of the scheme
since s1 > 0. The CFL number provided by RK2 integration also decreases due to the shifting while remaining higher than
Euler one. At last, particle distributions conserving the symmetry with respect to cells centers (i.e. cases (v) and (vi)), yield the
optimal stability condition for the RK2 integrator while the Euler CFL depends on the spacing between material points. More
specifically, Euler algorithm leads to a vanishing CFL for the case (vi), thus preventing any simulation.
Generally speaking, one sees that for the examples treated here, the critical Courant number of the DGMPM-RK2 is higher
than that of the DGMPM-Euler. This results is however expected since the stability region of the RK2 algorithm contains that
of the forward Euler time integrator [26], and since these two approaches apply here to the same space discretization.
The same approach is now repeated with random distributions of particles. First, the number of particles lying in the cells is
randomly selected in the range [1, 2, 3, 4]. Then, the positions of the material points in the cells, which is assumed to be repeated
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in the whole mesh, are also randomly generated following a uniform distribution, that is: xp ∼ unif(x2c(I)−1, x2c(I))∀p. The space
discretizations thus constructed are referred to as the periodic configurations hereinafter. Second, two different distributions in
terms of number and position of particles are randomly generated in a cell and in its upwind neighbor. Those configurations are
denoted by non periodic in what follows. In both cases, 1000 samples are considered for which the critical Courant number of
the DGMPM-Euler and the DGMPM-RK2 are computed. The present study aims at giving some mean values of the stability
bound as well as at highlighting the effects of the non-periodicity of the particle distributions between adjacent cells, which has
been omitted so far.
Figure 6 shows the distributions of critical CFL for the situations mentioned above. It can first be seen that the DGMPM-
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Figure 6: Critical Courant number for randomly generated distributions of material points in a regular one-
dimensional mesh. The vertical lines stand for the median of the distributions.
Euler leads to similar results for the periodic and non-periodic configurations whereas the DGMPM-RK2 is more sensitive to the
difference between adjacent cells, although the impact is rather slight. This has an influence on the mean value of the critical
CFL for the whole samples, which is 0.59 in any case with the forward Euler integrator, and 0.77 for periodic configurations and
0.76 for non-periodic ones with the RK2. On the other hand, the first-order time integration leads to more occurrences in the low
values of the critical Courant number (i.e. CFL≤ 0.5), which is shown by the median of the distributions depicted with vertical
lines. As a result, the above results confirm that in general, the RK2 time integrator provides a better stability bound to the
DGMPM. At last, even though some prohibitive configurations for which the CFL is severely restricted are highlighted in table
1, figure 6 shows that such cases are rather rare.
Notice that although the stability depends on the position of particles, the optimal Courant number can be reached even with the
Euler discretization, whereas the classical DGFEM scheme presented in [27] is restricted to condition ∆t/∆x = O(
√
∆x). This
limitation has been addressed by introducing slope limiters in order to remove non-physical oscillations in the vicinity of sharp
solutions while providing high-order accuracy in smooth regions [28]. However, the stability of the method is still bounded by
CFL≤ 1/2 and the scheme is first-order accurate. Alternatively, the use of a second-order Runge-Kutta [29] allows to increase
the stability bound to CFL≤ 1/3 for first-order polynomials. The combination of the RK2 time discretization and slope limiters
moreover yields second-order accuracy for linear polynomials while ensuring the stability for CFL≤ 1/3 [11]. It is noteworthy
that space-time DGFEM formulations [12, 30] provided more recently the ability to relax constraints of pure space DGFEM and
obtained a critical Courant number set at 1.
4 Stability properties of the two-dimensional schemes
4.1 The scheme equation
We now move on to the scalar linear advection equation with positive coefficients s1, s2 > 0. Moreover, the space coordinates
x1, x2 in the (
−→e 1,−→e 2) plane are written x and y. Then, the physical domain under consideration, that is x, y ∈ [0, l] × [0, h],
is discretized with Np material points arbitrarily distributed in a Cartesian grid made of E four-node bilinear elements with
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constant size ∆x×∆y. With positions of nodes of cell C denoted by −→x Ci =
[
xCi
yCi
]
, as depicted in figure 7, the location −→x of an
ξ
η
1
-1
-1 1
x
y
−→x 1 −→x 2
−→x 3−→x 4
−→x
−→
ξ
Figure 7: Parent and current configuration of a rectangular four-node bilinear element
arbitrary point in cell C maps to the parent coordinates (ξ, η) in the domain [−1, 1]× [−1, 1] according to:
ξ = 2
x− xC1
∆x
− 1 ; dξ = 2 dx
∆x
η = 2
y − yC1
∆y
− 1 ; dη = 2 dy
∆y
(27)
Horizontal and vertical edge lengths are distinguished here in spite of the Cartesian nature of the grid in order to easily extend
the following study to rectilinear grids. Again, there is no empty cell inside the physical domain so that no hole is generated,
and periodic boundary conditions are considered to simplify the analysis. Though one can imagine to combine the DGMPM
discretization with a multi-stage time integration as proposed for one-dimensional problems, the equations one has to deal with
become complicated. Hence, the analysis of the DGMPM scheme for two-dimensional problems carried out here only considers
the Euler time discretization.
The updated solution at material point I is obtained by interpolation of updated nodal quantities:
Q¯k+1I =
4E∑
i=1
SiI q¯
k+1
i (28)
where the q¯k+1i result from the discrete system:
q¯k+1i = q¯
k
i +
∆t
MLi
(
Kxijs1q¯
k
j +K
y
ijs2q¯
k
j − Fˆ ki
)
The lumped mass matrix in the above equation has the same expression as in the one-dimensional case that depends on the
shape functions of the four-node bilinear element: MLi =
∑
K mKSiK . Making use of parent coordinates (27), the pseudo-stiffness
matrices read:
Kxij =
∑
J
∂SiJ
∂x
mJSjJ =
2
∆x
∑
J
∂SiJ
∂ξ
mJSjJ
Kyij =
∑
J
∂SiJ
∂y
mJSjJ =
2
∆y
∑
J
∂SiJ
∂η
mJSjJ
As for one-dimensional cases, the homogeneous medium yields the same mass for every particles so that, by writing ∂(•)
∂ξ
= ∂ξ(•),
one gets:
Kxij
MLi
=
2
∆x
∑
J ∂ξSiJSjJ∑
K SiK
Kyij
MLi
=
2
∆y
∑
J ∂ηSiJSjJ∑
K SiK
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The nodal solutions in cell C at time k being given by the projection q¯C,ki =
∑
L SiLQ¯
k
L∑
K SiK
, volume fluxes of the discrete form can be
rewritten as:
s1
Kxij
MLi
q¯kj =
∑
L
Q¯kL
2
∆x
s1
∑
J ∂ξSiJ
∑
j SjJSjL∑
K SiK
∑
K SjK
s2
Kyij
MLi
q¯kj =
∑
L
Q¯kL
2
∆y
s2
∑
J ∂ηSiJ
∑
j SjJSjL∑
K SiK
∑
K SjK
(29)
Then, the nodal interface flux Fˆ ki results from the integration of Godunov’s fluxes along edges the node belongs to, according to
the weak form (5). Referring to a quantity defined at an interface by means of parenthesis superscripts, the Godunov’s flux at
interface (i) is:
F (i)n = snq
−,(i) = snq
+,(i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fn(q+,(i))
− sn(q+,(i) − q−,(i))︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
+
U/D
(30)
where sn is the speed in the normal direction to the interface (i.e. s2 for horizontal edges and s1 for vertical edges). Equation
(30) further involves state vectors q−,(i) and q+,(i) obtained by averaging nodal values connected to interface (i) on Upwind and
Downwind sides respectively, and the right-going fluctuation A+U/D. The CTU is adopted by adding transverse corrections to
fluxes (30), based on those fluctuations according to equation (12):
B
+
A
+
U/D = stsn(q
+,(i) − q−,(i))
with st the speed in the tangent direction to the interface. The final expression of intercell fluxes is hence:
F (i)n = snq
−,(i) − stsn ∆t
2∆x
(q+,(i) − q−,(i)) (31)
Figure 8 shows transverse corrections in the cell C based on fluctuations coming from Bottom (B), Left (L) and Bottom Left
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Figure 8: Two-dimensional patch of cells of constant size ∆x×∆x.
(BL) neighbor elements. The use of the numbering of interfaces and nodes adopted in figure 8 allows the specialization of equation
(31) to the intercell fluxes of cell C:
F (1)n = s2
qB,k3 + q
B,k
4
2
− s1s2 ∆t
2∆y
(
qB,k1 + q
B,k
4
2
− q
BL,k
2 + q
BL,k
3
2
)
F (2)n = s1
qC,k2 + q
C,k
3
2
− s1s2 ∆t
2∆x
(
qC,k1 + q
C,k
2
2
− q
B,k
3 + q
B,k
4
2
)
F (3)n = s2
qC,k3 + q
C,k
4
2
− s1s2 ∆t
2∆y
(
qC,k1 + q
C,k
4
2
− q
L,k
2 + q
L,k
3
2
)
F (4)n = s1
qL,k2 + q
L,k
3
2
− s1s2 ∆t
2∆x
(
qL,k1 + q
L,k
2
2
− q
BL,k
3 + q
BL,k
4
2
)
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Denoting the number of particles in cell C and the mass they carry by NCp and m
C respectively, the mass density reads ρ =
NCp m
C
∆x∆y
.
Thus, introduction of the particle fields projection yields the following expressions for interface fluxes:
F (1)n =
Np∑
J=1
Q¯kJ
s2N
C
p m
C
2∆x∆y
[(
SB3J∑
L S
B
3L
+
SB4J∑
L S
B
4L
)
− s1 ∆t
2∆y
(
SB1J∑
L S
B
1L
+
SB4J∑
L S
B
4L
− S
BL
2J∑
L S
BL
2L
− S
BL
3J∑
L S
BL
3L
)]
F (2)n =
Np∑
J=1
Q¯kJ
s1N
C
p m
C
2∆x∆y
[(
SC2J∑
L S
C
2L
+
SC3J∑
L S
C
3L
)
− s2 ∆t
2∆x
(
SC1J∑
L S
C
1L
+
SC2J∑
L S
C
2L
− S
B
3J∑
L S
B
3L
− S
B
4J∑
L S
B
4L
)]
F (3)n =
Np∑
J=1
Q¯kJ
s2N
C
p m
C
2∆x∆y
[(
SC3J∑
L S
C
3L
+
SC4J∑
L S
C
4L
)
− s1 ∆t
2∆y
(
SC1J∑
L S
C
1L
+
SC4J∑
L S
C
4L
− S
L
2J∑
L S
L
2L
− S
L
3J∑
L S
L
3L
)]
F (4)n =
Np∑
J=1
Q¯kJ
s1N
C
p m
C
2∆x∆y
[(
SL2J∑
L S
L
2L
+
SL3J∑
L S
L
3L
)
− s2 ∆t
2∆x
(
SL1J∑
L S
L
1L
+
SL2J∑
L S
L
2L
− S
BL
3J∑
L S
BL
3L
− S
BL
4J∑
L S
L
4L
)]
written for simplicity:
F (i)n =
Np∑
J
Q¯kJ
snN
C
p m
C
2∆x∆y
[
φ
(i)
J + φ
(i),T
J
]
(32)
In the latter expressions, φ(i) is devoted to normal contributions while φ(i),T stands for transverse corrections at interface (i).
Numerical fluxes considered above are based on normal vectors oriented in the direction of the stream (see figure 8). Nodal
interface fluxes on the other hand, as defined in the semi-discrete system:
Fˆi =
∫
l
Si(
−→x )Fn dl
are based on the outgoing flux to an element so that F
(1)
n and F
(4)
n must be counted negatively. The integral for cell C is then:
Fˆi = −
∫ xC2
xC1
Si(x, y
C
1 )F
(1)
n dx+
∫ yC3
yC2
Si(x
C
2 , y)F
(2)
n dy +
∫ xC3
xC2
Si(x, y
C
3 )F
(3)
n dx−
∫ yC4
yC1
Si(x
C
1 , y)F
(4)
n dy
which can be computed analytically by using parent coordinates (27):
Fˆ1 = − 1
2
[
∆xF (1)n + ∆yF
(4)
n
]
; Fˆ2 = − 1
2
[
∆xF (1)n −∆yF (2)n
]
Fˆ3 =
1
2
[
∆xF (3)n + ∆yF
(2)
n
]
; Fˆ4 =
1
2
[
∆xF (3)n −∆yF (4)n
]
A condensed way of writing those fluxes is adopted by means of the middle point of edge (j) with coordinates −→x (j)1/2, at which
the shape functions are:
Si(
−→x (j)1/2) =

1
2
if node i belongs to edge (j)
0 otherwise.
In addition, components of the outward normal vector to edges n
(i)
x and n
(i)
y allow to take into account different signs of intercell
fluxes in the Cartesian grid. One thus writes:
Fˆi =
1
2
Nedges∑
j=1
2Si(
−→x (j)1/2)
(
∆yn(j)x + ∆xn
(j)
y
)
F (j)n
which, combined with equation (32) leads to:
Fˆ ki =
Np∑
J
Q¯kJ
Nedges∑
j=1
Si(
−→x (j)1/2)
(
s1∆yn
(j)
x + s2∆xn
(j)
y
) NCp mC
2∆x∆y
[
φ
(i)
J + φ
(i),T
J
]
These terms are divided by the lumped mass matrix in the discrete form:
Fˆ ki
MLi
=
∑
J
Q¯kJ∑
K SiK
Nedges∑
j=1
1
2
Si(
−→x (j)1/2)NCp
(
s1
n
(j)
x
∆x
+ s2
n
(j)
y
∆y
)[
φ
(j)
J + φ
(j),T
J
]
(33)
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At last, gathering the mapping of updated nodal quantities to the particles (28), expressions of volume fluxes (29) and intercell
ones (33), the updated value at material point I contained in cell C reads:
Q¯k+1I =
Np∑
L=1
Q¯kL
4E∑
i=1
SiI∑
K SiK
{
SiL + 2
4E∑
j=1
SjL∑
K SjK
Np∑
J=1
SjJ
[
s1
∆t
∆x
∂ξSiJ + s2
∆t
∆y
∂ηSiJ
]
−1
2
edges∑
p=1
Si(
−→x (p)1/2)NCp
(
s1
∆t
∆x
n(j)x + s2
∆t
∆y
n(j)y
)[
φ
(p)
L + φ
(p),T
L
]} (34)
Recall that transverse contributions φ
(p),T
L depend on ∆t, thus providing second-order corrections in the two-dimensional scheme
equation (34), which can also be rewritten as:
Q¯k+1I =
Np∑
L=1
Q¯kLHIL (35)
4.2 Validation of the discrete operator
As for one-dimensional problems, the DGMPM discrete operators H derived in section 4.1 are validated on the scalar linear
advection equation. Therefore, a two-dimensional medium (x, y) ∈ [0, l] × [0, l], with l = 4 m, is considered. This domain is
submitted to the Dirichlet conditions q(x = 0, y, t) = qd and q(x, y = 0, t) = 0, the other ends being outflow boundaries, and to
the initial condition q(x, y, 0) ≡ 0, in such a way that the exact solution reads [3]:
q2Dexact(x, y, t) =
{
qd if x ≤ s1t and y ≥ s2t
0 otherwise
The linear advection equation is solved by means of the DGMPM scheme based on the DCU or the CTU on the one hand, and
by using the discrete operators as in equation (35) on the other hand. Then, for all the numerical solutions the L1 norm of the
relative error is computed as:
q(t
n) = ∆x2
∑Np
I=1
∣∣q2Dexact(xI , yI , tn)−QnI ∣∣∑Np
J=1 |q2Dexact(xJ , yJ , tn)|
The medium is discretized with two distributions of particles satisfying vertical and horizontal symmetries in every cell, as
depicted in figure 9, are considered. Both of those space discretizations lead to overlapping regular computational and material
points grids. Thus, the evolution of the error between numerical solutions and the exact one is studied at t = l/s1 when the
background grid is refined, while keeping the same distribution of particles in the elements.
∆x
∆x/2
∆x
2
∆x
2∆x/3
2∆x
3
Figure 9: Material point distributions used for validating the two-dimensional DGMPM disrete operators H.
The circles denote the nodes of the computational grid while the crosses denote material points.
In figure 10, convergence curves are depicted in the arbitrary case of s1 = s2 = 10 m.s
−1. As can be seen, the DGMPM-
DCU and the DGMPM-CTU yield solutions that converge to the exact solution with a rate of approximately one. In addition,
the results provided by the discrete operators H, which fit the solutions of the complete DGMPM procedures, show that the
developments of section 4.1 are valid.
4.3 The von Neumann linear stability analysis
Analogously to the one-dimensional case, the solution at a material point can be expanded into a discrete Fourier basis over the
domain [−l, l]× [−h, h]. We consider here a structured distribution of particles made of Np = Nxp ×Nyp material points so that one
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10−1 100
10−2
10−1
100
∆x2 (m2)
 Q
(a) 4 particles per cell
1
1
10−1 100
∆x2 (m2)
(b) 9 particles per cell
dgmpm–DCU dgmpm–DCU (H)
dgmpm–CTU dgmpm–CTU (H)
Figure 10: Convergence curves of the DGMPM using either the DCU or the CTU method for two distributions
of material points in a two-dimensional mesh. Dashed and dotted curves: solution of the DGMPM scheme;
Markers: solutions provided by the discrete operators.
can denote the solution at particles by Q¯IL, where I and L are the row and column indices of material points. For one arbitrary
Fourier mode, one has [3]:
Q¯kIL = A
k
jqe
i(Iλj∆y+Lλq∆x)
where i =
√−1, and λj and λq are wave numbers in directions x and y respectively. Then, the amplification factor reads:
Ak+1jq
Akjq
=
Nyp∑
K=1
Nxp∑
J=1
ei([I−K]λj∆y+[L−J]λq∆x)HIL,KJ
The requirement that the absolute value of the amplification factor is lower than or equal to one leads to the following stability
condition: ∣∣∣∣∣A
k+1
jq
Akjq
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Nyp∑
K=1
Nxp∑
J=1
ei([I−K]λj∆y+[L−J]λq∆x)HIL,KJ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1⇔
Nyp∑
K=1
Nxp∑
J=1
|HIL,KJ | ≤ 1
or more simply:
Np∑
L=1
|HIL| ≤ 1 ∀I = 1, ..., Np (36)
4.4 Evaluation of the critical Courant number for particular space discretizations
Again the study of stability conditions for general discretizations is complicated given the scheme equation (34). Nevertheless, it
can first be noticed that the single particle-per-cell discretization leads to a piece-wise constant reconstruction of the field on the
computational grid after the projection from material points to nodes whatever their locations in cells. Therefore, the first-order
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upwind method is once again retrieved. This method is known to be characterized by [3]:
|s1| ∆t
∆x
+ |s2| ∆t
∆y
≤ 1 for DCU (37a)
max
(
|s1| ∆t
∆x
, |s2| ∆t
∆y
)
≤ 1 for CTU (37b)
From now on, it is assumed that s1 ≥ s2 > 0 and regular cells ∆x = ∆y are considered. In that case, the critical time steps
resulting from conditions (37a) and (37b) read:
∆t ≤ ∆x
s1 + s2
for DCU ; ∆t ≤ ∆x
s1
for CTU
In terms of Courant number, the previous conditions are:
s1
∆t
∆x
≤ s1
s1 + s2
for DCU (38a)
s1
∆t
∆x
≤ 1 for CTU (38b)
Hence, the CFL number can be set at one by using the CTU regardless of the speeds values. Conversely, the maximal Courant
number governing the DCU tends to one if and only if s1  s2.
Configurations involving more particles in the computational grid cells are now studied numerically by assuming the same
distribution of material points in every elements. Since the coefficients HIJ depend on both horizontal and vertical wave speeds,
the scheme equation (35) can be written as a function of the CFL number by means of the speed ratio s1/s2. Hence, the
maximal Courant number satisfying the stability condition (36) also depends on the speed ratio. Evolutions of the CFL numbers
corresponding to several distributions of particles in a two-dimensional grid are gathered in tables 2, 3 and 4 for the DGMPM
scheme using DCU and CTU methods. The first column of these tables shows the positions of material points inside cells for
discretizations based on two, four or nine particles per element respectively.
Particles in cells Critical Courant number s1∆t∆x (s1/s2)
DCU CTU
∆x/2
∆x/4
1 10 20 30 40
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Euler one-dimensional result
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Euler one-dimensional result
s1/s2
∆x
2
∆x
4
1 10 20 30 40
0.4
0.6
0.8
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
0.4
0.6
0.8
s1/s2
Table 2: Values of critical Courant number s1
∆t
∆x for two-dimensional DGMPM scheme using either DCU or
CTU with respect to the locations of the two material points lying in every cells, as a function of the speeds
ratio s1/s2.
The space discretization leading to two particles lying in every cells of the mesh is such that within an element, the two
material points are both either on the horizontal axis or on the vertical axis of the cell. The aforementioned cases respectively
correspond to the results reported in first and second rows of table 2. Two situations are then to be distinguished:
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• Material points are regularly-spaced within the grid and placed symmetrically two-by-two with respect to cells centers.
Those distributions are drawn in the first column of table 2 by using blue plus signs to represent particles.
• Material points still satisfy symmetry in cells, but are no longer regularly-spaced in the mesh. In that case, particles are
drawn with red crosses.
First, the results of table 2 show that the CFL number exhibits a non-linear dependence on the speed ratio s1/s2, which
asymptotically approaches some value depending on the particles distribution. The configuration in which the particles are
regularly spaced in the grid is of particular interest. Indeed, this discretization is equivalent to the vertical repetition of the
natural configuration for two particles per cell studied in section 3. As a result, the one-dimensional result for Euler discretization
CFL≈ 0.43 should be recovered for s1  s2. This value is depicted with black dashed lines in the plots of first row in table 2. It is
thus seen that the one-dimensional value of the critical Courant number corresponds to the asymptotic limit for two-dimensional
problems as s1/s2 →∞.
Next, the spacing between particles is reduced while keeping the symmetry with respect to cells centers. It is then seen that, as
for the one-dimensional case, the critical Courant number increases for both DCU and CTU approaches. Third, whether particles
lie on the horizontal axis or the vertical axis of cells has a great influence on the critical Courant number one can expect. Hence,
the configurations of the second row of table 2 yield higher CFL numbers for given speed ratios. It then appears that in order
to improve the stability of the scheme, one must use a lower number of material points in the direction of the dominating wave
speed than in the perpendicular one. For a Cartesian distribution of particles Nxp ×Nyp this corresponds to Nyp > Nxp if s1 > s2,
and Nxp > N
y
p if s2 > s1. At last, it is worth noticing that the improvement brought by the CTU is much less significant than
in the case of one single particle-per-cell discretization for which the Courant number can be set to one according to equations
(38a) and (38b).
Particles in cells Critical Courant number s1∆t∆x (s1/s2)
DCU CTU
1 10 20 30 40
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
0.1
0.2
0.3
DCU natural limit
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
0.1
0.2
0.3
CTU natural limit
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
·10−2
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
·10−2
s1/s2
Table 3: Values of critical Courant number s1
∆t
∆x for two-dimensional DGMPM scheme using either DCU or
CTU with respect to the material points distribution, as a function of the speeds ratio s1/s2. Four particles
per cell.
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We now move on to cases for which grid cells each contains four material points, by considering a square shaped distribution
of particles in every elements. This square distribution, which has already been used for the convergence study, is then deformed
so that the following situations occur:
• the particles are displaced while keeping the center of the square of material points on the cell centroids. Three configurations
are then depicted in the first row of table 3.
• the square of particles is translated horizontally without distortion as depicted in the second row of the table.
• the square of particles is translated vertically without distortion (third row of the table).
First, we see in the first row of table 3 that the contraction of the square shaped distribution of particles yields an improvement
of the critical CFL number. These observations are similar to those made for one-dimensional problems, especially for the
configuration in which the particles coincide with nodes that leads to a vanishing Courant number (see green curves with star
marks). On the other hand, the increase in CFL number enabled by the use of the CTU approach is again less important that
in the case of one particle per cell.
Particles in cells Critical Courant number s1∆t∆x (s1/s2)
DCU CTU
1 10 20 30 40
0
0.2
0.4
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
0
0.2
0.4
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
0.1
0.15
0.2
DCU natural limit
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
0.1
0.15
0.2
CTU natural limit
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
9 · 10−2
0.1
0.11
s1/s2
1 10 20 30 40
9 · 10−2
0.1
0.11
s1/s2
Table 4: Values of critical Courant number s1
∆t
∆x for two-dimensional DGMPM scheme using either DCU or
CTU with respect to the material points distribution, as a function of the speeds ratio s1/s2. Nine particles
per cell.
Second, the last two rows of table 3 show that the translation of the square of particle inside elements may have a significant
influence on the evolution of Courant’s number with respect to the speed ratio. On the one hand, an upstream horizontal shifting
leads to an increased critical CFL number in the asymptotic limit compared to the natural configuration, and a downstream one
yields a more restrictive stability bound (see the horizontal dashed line in the figures). Note that a similar behavior was observed
for the one-dimensional scheme. On the other hand, both upstream and downstream vertical translation of the material points
lead to a more significant decrease in the critical Courant number number for the cases studied here in which s1 ≥ s2. At last,
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the curves corresponding to DCU and CTU do not exhibit significant differences, meaning that the CTU seems to be mainly
efficient for the one particle per cell discretization.
Similar distributions of nine particles with square shapes are now looked at. Analogously to the four particles per cell
discretization, the square pattern is either distorted or translated inside the cells and the resulting CFL numbers are gathered in
table 4. The observations are similar to the four particle cases, namely, we see for the contraction of the square that the closer
the particles are from cell centers, the higher the CFL number is. Moreover, upstream translations of particles yield once again a
slight increase in CFL number for a given speed ratio. In addition, it can be seen that the critical CFL number is in general more
restrictive than for four particles per cell, unless a vertical shifting is made. Nevertheless, since this phenomenon is not obvious
for a horizontal shifting, it is not well understood for now and requires additional investigations.
As for one-dimensional problems, let us now look at randomly generated space discretizations. The number of particles lying in
one cell and in its upwind neighbors is then randomly selected in the range [1, 2, 3, 4]. Next, the vertical and horizontal positions
of the material points in each element follow a uniform distribution, namely: (ξp, ηp) ∼ unif(−1, 1) ∀p . Periodic configurations
are considered if the distribution of particles is identical in the whole patch of cells while non periodic ones may lead to as much
set of particles as there is elements in the stencil (i.e. three for the DCU and four for the CTU ). Since the stability bound of the
scheme depends on the wave speeds involved, two different cases are considered: s1 = s2 = 2 m.s
−1 and s1 = 10s2 = 20 m.s−1.
The first situation has already been shown to be more penalizing for the DGMPM whereas the second one is expected to be
less restrictive. The critical Courant number has been computed for 1000 samples in each case, the resulting distributions being
depicted in figure 11.
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
CFL
D
en
si
ty
(a) s1/s2 = 1
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
CFL
(b) s1/s2 = 10
DCU periodic DCU non periodic
CTU periodic CTU non periodic
Figure 11: Critical Courant number for randomly generated distributions of material points in a regular two-
dimensional mesh. The vertical lines stand for the median of the distributions.
It can be seen that increasing the stencil of the scheme by using the CTU makes the critical Courant number more sensitive
to the periodicity of the collection of material points regardless of the speed ratio. Indeed, the results provided by the DCU
are very close in both cases whereas the CTU leads to noticeable differences. Although similar observations have been made for
the one-dimensional scheme (see figure 6), the periodicity has a more significant influence on the stability of the CTU than on
DGMPM-RK2 one-dimensional scheme due to the number of cells in the stencil. On the other hand, figure 11a shows that the
medians of the distributions are lower than 0.20, meaning that low values of the critical Courant number occur more frequently
(see the vertical lines in the figure). Note also that the periodicity of the material points set has mainly an influence on the
CTU results, for which high CFL values occur with periodic configurations but much less for non periodic ones. Indeed, the
mean values of the critical Courant number for the DCU is 0.24 in any case while periodic and non periodic configurations lead
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respectively to a mean values of 0.37 and 0.26 for the CTU.
Increasing the speed ratio leads to rather different distribution of the critical Courant number as can bee seen in figure 11b. In
that case, more high values occur (i.e. CFL≥ 0.7) whatever the periodicity of the material points set for the DCU and the CTU.
Nevertheless, the median values raise to approximately 0.3 for a higher speed as can be seen in figure 11b. As a consequence, the
mean values are 0.41 for the DCU, and 0.44 in case of a periodic configuration and 0.40 for non-periodic ones for the CTU. In
addition, the median values provided by the DCU and the CTU undergo an increase as depicted in the figure.
The above discussion therefore highlights that one can expect a non prohibitive time-stepping with the two-dimensional
DGMPM.
5 Concluding remarks
The formulation of the Discontinuous Galerkin Material Point Method has been recalled in this paper for the scalar linear
advection equation. Numerical fluxes arising in the weak form allow to take into account the transverse propagation of waves for
multi-dimensional problems, by means of the reformulation of the well-known CTU method. The semi-discrete system resulting
from the combination of the material point discretization and the DG approximation has been discretized by means of both
forward Euler and second-order Runge-Kutta time discretizations. Starting from those discrete systems, the scheme equations
have next been derived in a finite difference sense for one and two-dimensional problems. At last, the von Neumann linear stability
analysis of those scheme equations have been carried out. As a result, conditions which enable to ensure the stability of DGMPM
schemes for a given discretization have been written. Based on these conditions, the critical Courant number can be numerically
calculated for a given distribution of particles. The method has been applied to several one-dimensional and two-dimensional
cases assuming that the distribution of particles was the same in every cells of the computational grid. Thus, it has been shown
the RK2 time discretization provides higher critical CFL to the DGMPM. Moreover, for both the forward Euler and the RK2
time integrators, moving all the particles upstream (resp. downstream) leads to less restrictive (resp. more restrictive) stability
conditions. In addition, for distributions of particles satisfying the symmetry with respect to the cell centers, the RK2 algorithm
yields the optimal CFL number whereas it is not the case for the forward Euler. On the other hand, similar results have been
emphasized for two-dimensional problems. Namely, losing the symmetries of the distribution of particles with respect to the
vertical and horizontal axes of the cells has an influence on the critical Courant number. The effect of this depends on whether
the translation is upstream or downstream and on the ratio between the horizontal and vertical speeds involved in the problem.
Finally, the statistical analyzes performed on 1000 samples randomly generated show that the DGMPM admits satisfactory mean
critical CFL values even for non periodic distributions.
The stability conditions derived in this paper allow to fully exploit the arbitrariness of the grid in order to build it so as to
accurately capture waves for complex geometries or finite deformations, as suggested in the founding paper of the DGMPM [1].
The present work is also a necessary step in order to build an updated Lagrangian formulation of the method.
Although the derivation of the DGMPM has been done with first-order accuracy for the moment, its extension to higher-order
approximation is possible by means of high-order polynomials. Following the development of the original MPM [20, 21, 22, 31],
such an extension to high-order approximation can be carried out by modifying the reconstruction of fields on the computational
grids and the quadrature rule. In that context, the lumping of the mass matrix as well as the computation of face-constant
intercell fluxes should be reconsidered. This would, however, have an impact on the stability properties of the method which will
have to be reevaluated for that case.
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